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Abstract—3D integration with through-silicon-vias (TSVs) can
provide enormous bandwidth between processor die and memory
die. The central goal of our work is to explore the limits
of performance improvement that can be achieved with such
integration. Towards this end we propose a model of the
impact of 3D TSVs on system performance. The model leads
to several key observations i) increased miss tolerance (smaller
caches) and hence improved core scaling for a fixed die size, ii)
higher sustained IPC per core, iii) significantly smaller, energy
efficient DRAM banks, iv) redistribution of system power to
the cores and on -die interconnect, and v) TSV utilization is
a function of the relationship between reference locality and the
bandwidth properties of the intradie network. These observations
are repeated in cycle level simulations of a 64 tile architecture.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The central goal of our work is to explore the limits
of performance improvement that can be achieved with 3D
integration. This is to be distinguished from the large body
of work that explores how modern and emerging many core
architectures can best exploit the physical properties of 3D
packaging, for example partitioning of a design to exploit
the physical 3D geometry to realize shorter critical paths, or
partitioning of cache architectures across multiple layers [1].
The question we are interested in is whether the physical
properties of 3D integration can be amplified into 2X, 5X,
or 10X improvements in system performance through system and micro-architecture innovations. The answer to this
question has important implications for whether effort should
be devoted to achieving these 10X gains or whether 3D
integration is primarily a manufacturing technology (with its
own attendant challenges) with a direct and predictable impact
on performance and without major multipliers of performance. The importance or lack thereof of system and microarchitecture research for 3D systems depends on whether
the limit analysis identifies headroom for large performance
multipliers. We are not considering embedded systems which
clearly have different set of constraints and opportunities to
exploit 3D technology. We are more interested in the impact on
systems that may be used in data centers and high performance
computing.
In this paper we study one aspect of 3D integration interdie bandwidth that is applied to deliver processor memory
bandwidth. We chose this aspect due to the importance of
processor-memory bandwidth in commodity systems (both
high-end and low-end) and since this organization retains

the technology customization of processor vs memory dies
as well as recognizes the distinct market segments within
which processor and memory vendors operate. The Exa-scale
report [2] points out how the imbalance between compute and
memory resources increases when clock speeds and feature
sizes scale at a rate faster than off-chip memory bandwidth.
3D system integration can be seen as one way to reduce this
imbalance as memory bandwidth can be scaled as a function
of TSV technology. The question is what is the limit of system
performance that can be achieved?
Using a model developed here we have analyzed a design
space of 2D/3D systems over a wide range of cores (0150) and memory bandwidths. We observe performance gains
for fixed core complexity, power and area budgets to be in
the range of 4X-6X. Furthermore, we have observed that
the increased interdie bandwidth can be translated into i)
higher cache miss tolerance leading to improved core scaling (via smaller caches) for a fixed die size, ii) increased
sustainable IPC, iii) improved performance/watt/mm2 and iv)
redistribution of a greater percentage of system power to the
cores and on-die interconnect. However, the increased TSV
bandwidth also encourages smaller DRAM bank sizes (for
energy efficient design). The consequence of this is that the
ability to make effective use of this bandwidth is limited by
the relationship between memory reference locality and the
bandwidth properties of the on-die network. The predicted
trends are reproduced by experiments using cycle level by
micro-architectural simulation of a 64-tile system.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the analytical model used for predicting the
trends in section III and some of the trends validated by
simulation is presented in section IV.
II. PARAMETERIZED A NALYTICAL M ODEL
A. System Model Formulation and Assumptions
In this section we present a parameterized model for evaluating the impact of increased TSV bandwidth on system
performance. A 3D integrated system comprises different
components belonging to three main categories namely core,
network and memory. Analytical models for each of the subcategories in isolation have been previously introduced [3], [4],
[5] and they can be intuitively combined to develop a model
for the 3D system. However, owing to the large design space,
a direct combination of the individual component models
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(a) 3D configuration
Fig. 1.

(b) Baseline 2D configuration

Modeled System Architecture

can make the problem size intractable. Thus we attempt to
capture in our model only those parameters that we think
will be dominant as systems scale. For example, memory
controller power is not modeled since to adequately utilize
the large 3D bandwidth we find that memory controllers are
considerably simplified and do not have a major impact on
system throughput and power relative to other parameters such
as memory latency and intradie network bandwidth which
dominate.
The 3D organization (shown in figure 1(a)) consists of
multiple layers of DRAM, organized into fine grained subbanks directly accessible to the cores on the lowest layer. The
fine grained sub-banking of DRAM has also been proposed
in [6] for optimized energy/bit. The total available DRAM for
the system is fixed at 16GB, with individual DRAM banks
of 256 MB. The lowest layer comprised of core and cache
tiles is interconnected by a 2D mesh network built with 6 port
routers— 4 ports to the neighboring tiles, the local core tile
and the vertical port to memory. The network is wormhole
switched. Multiple DRAM layers are accessible through this
memory port. Operationally, memory requests and responses
traverse the intradie network in the processor die to the correct
tile before traversing the low latency TSVs to the destination
DRAM bank.
The 3D system is evaluated in contrast to a (baseline) 2D
many-core system 1(b) with the memory subsystem comprising multiple on-chip memory controllers (MCs) at the periphery connected to DDR3 DRAM devices. The total available
DRAM for the system is 16GB, with individual DRAM banks
of 4GB. Memory requests and responses traverse the on-chip
network to/from the MCs. The DRAM access latencies are
dependent on the size of the sub-bank and is reported in
Table I. Note, the routers for the baseline system are five
port routers ( excluding the 8 tiles connected to memory
controllers).
In both the 2D and 3D organizations each network router
pipeline is a generic four stage pipeline with power and area
models for buffering, arbitration and the crossbar links.
The base architecture assumptions are the following. Note

that assumptions are based in our goal of studying the limits
of performance scaling that can be achieved as by product of
increased TSV bandwidth.
• The core model is for a SMT core, where the threads
are assumed to be able to context switch in a single
cycle. This is not unreasonable given the fine grain multithreading evidenced in modern throughput oriented cores
(e.g., NVIDIA’s GPGPU processors).
• The instructions per cycle (IPC) achievable by a core is
equal to the commit width. This represents an ideal and
limiting case.
• For 3D organization, the access latency to any of the
DRAM layers is a constant technology dependent value.
This is based on the fact that TSV energy-delay is
negligible relative to DRAM access energy-delay product.
• The latency through the cache is a fixed average value
encompassing the average latency.
With the goal of analyzing the limits of performance improvement and their impact, we adopt the following metric to
evaluate for a given workload, under fixed area constraints.
P erf ormance
(1)
P ower
The following is a list of the key parameters used in the next
sections to describe the analytical model.
• r: Probability of a memory operation.
• Ncores : Number of cores.
• nthreads : Total Number of threads in the system.
• Ntpc : Number of threads per core (nthreads /Ncores ).
• Ntsv : Number of TSVs for 3D and total off-chip DRAM
pins for 2D.
• $C: Cache capacity per core in KB.
• m: Miss rate of the cache for a given $C.
• Tmemss :Latency of a memory operation in cycles.
• fcore : Frequency of the cores.
• L: Cache line size in bits.
• tcache , tdram , tbus , tnet : Latency of a cache, DRAM subbank, bus/TSV and multi-hop network access respectively
in cycles. The bus here refers to the DDR3 bus.
metric =
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•
•
•

Acore ,Acache ,Anet : Area for core, cache and router respectively.
Pcore ,Pcache ,Pnet ,Pbus ,Pmem : Power for core, cache,
router, bus and DRAM respectively.
H: Average round trip hop count in the on-die interconnect for a memory request.

diearea
IP C
r
L
M0
fcore
vdd bus
Cbus 2D/3D
fbus 2D/3D
pmem acc 2D
Per hop network power 2D/3D
Average no of hops per memory access 2D/3D
tmem acc Access for a sub-bank 2D/3D
prouter acc3d
Ntsv for 3D
Ncore
Nthread
Arouter + Alink
acache
tcache
Router latency constants (A0 /A1 )
Per access core power constants (a/b)
Per access cache power constants (c/d/e)
Total available DRAM

contention lat =

TABLE I
TABLE OF BASELINE PARAMETER VALUES

B. Performance Model
The performance model extends the model in [3] wherein

where η is the core utilization given by


Ntpc
η = min 1,
1 + Tmemss × r × IP C

tnet = H × A0 + A1 + k × m

(6)

where A0 is per hop latency dependent on the router microarchitecture and A1 is the serialization latency due to wormhole switching and is dependent on the link width and packet
length (Cache line L+header length in this case). The factor
k accounts for network congestion latency in addition to
the no load latency. The latency increase due to network
congestion is a complex function of several factors (e.g.
arbitration cycles, network buffering, packet lengths, traffic
distribution and injection rates). However for the limit analysis
we simplified the network congestion latency to be a factor of
the injection (miss rate), as this is sufficient to highlight the
impact of increased TSV bandwidth.
The second component of the network latency, which is
the contention for the off-chip DRAM bus in 2D and TSV
bandwidth in 3D respectively is given by:

300mm2
4
0.3
512
100.5
2 GHz
0.68
20pf /30f F
1.6 GHz/fcore
383mW
118.5mW/162mW
6/2.5
3.85ns/ 1ns
162mW
512 × L
64
4*Ncore
0.22mm2
$C/2400
4 cycles
4/4 cycles
0.0361/0.8
0.9/1/8
16 GB

P erf ormance = N × f × η × IP C

simple cores. In [11], Dong et.al. also advocate that the L2
and DRAM should be redesigned to make use of the TSV
bandwidth.
The network latency tnet is given by

(2)

(3)

Threads on a core are switched on a cache miss. For a
single thread, memory accesses are encountered at a rate of
r × m × IP C per cycle. The number of threads required to
keep the core busy is (1 + Tmemss ∗ IP C ∗ r). We extend
the memory access time, Tmemss , to include latencies due to
network congestion and DRAM bus contention as given by:
Tmemss = tcache + m (tdram + tnet + contention lat) (4)
For an SMT core, with a cache equally divided among
threads the miss rate per core, m is given by [7]:

−α
$C
m = M0
(5)
Ntpc
where M0 is a constant dependent on the unit of cache size
considered and α is 0.5.
The DRAM bank access time(tdram ) was evaluated using
MCPAT [8]. This evaluation advocates small DRAM banks [9]
for low access latency, in accordance with [10] which advocates eliminating the L2 cache and using its area for other

β
Ntsv / (L × Ncore )

(7)

where Ntsv /(L ∗ Ncore ) provides the total number of interconnects (all are used for data) available per core. DRAM
bus contention latency is modeled as β, where β ≥ 0 is the
average contention factor or number of requests waiting to be
serviced per core and can be calculated using queuing theory
models [12] based on given program characteristics. We use
a basic M/M/1 queue with poison arrival patterns for which β
can be given by
λ
β=
(8)
1 − λs
where λ is the arrival rate and s is the service time of the
request. The service time is given by s = tdram + tbus and
the arrival rate of requests per core is r ∗ m. Thus
λs = min (1, r × m × (tdram + tbus ))

(9)

The contention factor β is higher in 2D compared to 3D
due to (relatively) limited off chip bandwidth ( small Ntsv
- note the notation captures this as the total number of data
connections to DRAM in both 2D and 3D) and higher dram
access latencies ( tdram and tbus are smaller ). The main
parameters that differ in 2D and 3D organizations in the
performance evaluation are tdram , tbus and Ntsv . The cache
access latency is kept fixed at tcache for both 2D and 3D.
C. Power Model
The system power is given by
Ptotal = Pcore + Pcache + Pnetwork + Pbus + Pmem

(10)

An important alteration to the system power in 3D comes from
the reduced power of TSVs and smaller DRAM banks.
Total system core and cache power is given by:
Pcore = pcore × Ncore

(11)
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Pcache = pcache × Ncore

(12)

e
where pcore = ζaeb and pcache = γcmd ∗ Ntpc
are the
individual core and cache powers, empirically derived using
MCPAT [8]. The constants ζ and γ account for the switching
activity. The impact of temperature on leakage is not modeled.
The bus power model derived from [5] is given by the power
for p accesses, each q bits wide for a homogeneous random
channel
1
2
×f
(13)
Pbus = pq × C × Vdd
2

Given,
2
• power per access: Cbus ∗Vdd ∗fbus , where Cbus and fbus is
the total switched capacitance and frequency of operation
of the bus/TSV for 2D/3D.
• no of accesses p = r ∗ m ∗ Ncore
• bits per accesses q = L
• Cbus in the case of 2D is large due to the longer
DRAM channel wiring and off-chip impedance matching
circuitry.
• fbus is assumed to be equal to fcore for 3D and fixed at
1 GHz for 2D.
• The values for each of the parameters is reported in
Table I.
after substitution the bus power reduces to
Pbus =

1
2
rmNcore · L · Cbus Vdd
fbus
2

(14)

The memory power model is given by
Pmem =

1
rmNcore × L/WDRAM
2

ch

× pmem

acc

(15)

where pmem acc is the power per DRAM bank access obtained
from simulation using Cacti [8] at 32nm and scaled to 16nm.
The number of accesses is determined by the cache miss rate
and percentage of memory operations encountered by the core.
It should be noted that on each access the number of bits
accessed is equal to the DRAM channel width, hence the factor
L/WDRAM ch .
The network power model is given by
Pnet = H (pacc

router

+ pacc

link )

∗ Lpkt /Wlink

(16)

where the per access router and link power was computed from
Orion 2.0 [13] at 32nm and scaled to 16nm. We ignore the
memory controller power in this evaluation, for 3D we noticed
low buffer occupancies for MC queues and for 2D most of the
power is consumed in DRAM as opposed to MC (also note
MCs are limited compared to 3D), hence its exclusion does
not alter the trends.
D. Area Model
A single tile in the case of 2D comprises a core, cache
and router (only peripheral tiles have an MC). Each 3D tile is
identical, comprising a core, cache, router and MC. The total
die area is given by
A = [Acore + Acache + Anet ] × Ncore mm2

(17)

where the individual core and cache area are functions of
IP C and $C respectively.The core area is given by acore =
(5/9)20.29×IP C (router and cache area in table I).
In 3D, the number of MCs increase owing to the fine
grained sub-banked design of DRAM, thereby increasing MC
area costs. However, we believe that the complexity of each
MC can significantly be reduced ie. 3D does not require
complex scheduling algorithms for row buffer optimizations
as exploiting parallelism via the increased bandwidth has
higher performance gains. This observation is motivated by
our simulation results on MC buffer occupancies and page hit
rates described in section IV. For the area analytical model we
ignore the MC area, but the simulation results of section IV is
based on equal MC buffering across all MCs in both systems
i.e. the total buffering over 8 MCs in 2D is the same as the
total buffering over 64 MCs in 3D. This provides an unbiased
analysis to the input memory reference stream in both cases.
III. M ODEL A NALYSIS AND O BSERVATIONS
In this section we assess the impact of the increased memory
bandwidth on system parameters and hence core scaling.
Based on our analysis we highlight some key observations
on performance gains, potential bottlenecks and consequences
of increased memory bandwidth via 3D integration.
A. Performance Scaling
For a fixed problem size with a certain degree of concurrency, the performance for a fixed number of cores becomes
dependent on the individual core utilizations. Given a core
micro-architecture with fixed complexity in terms of frequency
of operation, width of the pipeline, and number of threads
available, the core utilization becomes dependent on the
memory subsytem time. Once the executing threads become
memory bound the core utilization is no longer dependent on
the core parameters but the memory access time. The access
time of the memory subsystem is a function of the cache miss
rate and the available memory bandwidth.
Realizing deeper and larger on-chip caches in order to
reduce the miss rate and hence improve core utilization is
widely used today due to limited off-chip bandwidth in 2D
systems. We emulate this effect by representing the memory
access latency from section II-B as a function of the miss-rate:
Tmem

ss2D (m)

= tcache + m ∗ k1 (m)

. where the function k1(m) captures the latency components
of the network and DRAM.
On the other hand for 3D systems, Ntsv bandwidth utilization can be improved by increasing the demand to memory or
reducing $C.
Tmem

ss3D (Ntsv )

= tcache +

max (1, k2 (contention))
+ k3
Ntsv

Figure 2 shows performance scaling as a consequence
of the preceding two models in i) reducing the cache sizes
and hence increasing the cache miss rates from 12 to 18%
ii) increasing Ntsv from 512 to 4M TSVs ( miss rate per
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core fixed at 36%). In effect the increased TSV bandwidth
improves performance scaling as it shifts the point at which
the core is memory bound and thus leads to high core
utilization. This leads us to the first observation.
Observation 1: In comparison to 2D, 3D can sustain high
core utilization with smaller caches, leading to larger Ncore
for a fixed die size.

3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.02

2D-18%
3D-512
2D-16%

3D-1M
2D-14%
3D-2M

Observation 2: At high core count, in 3D systems the
percentage of the power budget devoted to off-chip buses and
larger DRAM banks is shifted to the core and network.

2D-12%
3D-4M

160

2D Ntpc =2
3D Ntpc =2

2D Ntpc =6
3D Ntpc =6

140

3

4
5
7
6
No of threads per core

8

9

Fig. 2. Normalized performance (eqn. 2) scaling from i) Increasing $C ii)
Increasing Ntsv

B. System Power Utilization

Performance per W per mm2

Norm. Performance

While performance scaling is certainly desirable, it may not
be feasible given a fixed power and area budget. Next we will
evaluate the impact on system power utilization from the above
mentioned approaches.

power is upto 29% at core counts 80 on a 300mm2 die
(Figure 4).
While the shift of power distribution to cores enables
computing resources to be scaled, it exacerbates 3D thermal
challenges (a largely well established trend). This challenge
is being addressed by an orthogonal set of technologiesheterogeneous cores, phase change materials, sophisticated
DVFS and power gating schemes, non-volatile technologies.
This analysis would have to be repeated in the context of
those proposals and is considered beyond our current scope.
The system power distribution from figure 3 leads to the
following observation.

120
100
80
60
40
20
00

20

40

60 80 100 120 140
No of cores

Fig. 5. Performance per unit power per unit area for 2D and 3D systems at
varying core complexities.

Figure 5 shows the performance per watt per unit area for
both the 2D and 3D cases for two different Ntpc leading to the
following observation. Performance scaling from increasing
on-chip caches is a suboptimal use of system power as caches
are both power and area hungry and constrain resources that
can be devoted to compute.

Fig. 4.

Total system power in 2D and 3D

3D system integration provides for increased memory bandwidth at low power cost per unit of memory bandwidth. In
this section we evaluate the redistribution of system power
due to the use of TSVs. Figure 3 shows the system power
breakdown. As can be seen, power spent in the off-chip buses
is eliminated and the power consumed in DRAM is reduced
due to smaller bank sizes. Hence, for a fixed power budget,
power utilization is effectively shifted to the cores and the
network. Under current design parameters the reduction in

Observation 3: TSV bandwidth
performance and core scaling.

enables

improved

C. Concurrency and memory bandwidth demand
From the above observations we have established that 3D
provides high performance with reduced cache sizes. In this
section we evaluate the impact of increased injection rates into
the network and memory subsystems. Achieving performance
scaling of memory-intensive parallel applications on future
micro-architectures requires memory capacity and bandwidth
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Fig. 3.

Distribution of power in 2D and 3D

600

2d
3d

Latency (ns)

500

For example, if we scale the core frequencies and limit the
network frequency to 1 GHz there is no improvement in
memory access latency. As expected, running the network at
3 GHz will lead to lower latencies, but no improvements can
be seen as the injection rate is increased, thereby indicating
that the third dimension bandwidth via TSVs is underutilized.
This leads us to our following observation

3d_intradie-net_1GHz
3D_intradie-net_3GHz

400
300
200

Observation 4: Intradie communication properties such as
link and bisection bandwidth coupled with locality properties
limit the ability to take advantages of intradie bandwidth
improvements.

100
00
Fig. 6.
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2

4
5
3
Frequency (GHz)

6

7

Average memory latency at varying injection rates.

to scale. While TSVs provide for wide, high speed links in the
vertical dimension they also make the network subsytem heterogeneous in nature i.e., intra-link bandwidths are a fraction
of TSV links.
Figure 6 shows the average memory access latency as the
system frequency (core+network+MC) is increased. Increasing
the core and cache frequency modulates the injection rate into
the network and memory- the same effect can be achieved by
increasing the number of cores or increasing the core pipeline
widths. As can be seen with current 2D systems, the latency
drops rapidly but cannot be sustained at high injection rates
due to limited off-chip resources. In the case of 3D with the
network scaling at the same rate as the injection rate, the
latency drop can be sustained even at high injection rates.
Memory accesses can be highly concurrent in nature as the
number of DRAM channels can be scaled as a function of the
number of TSVs . However, locality of reference has a large
impact: the intradie network becomes limiting as locality of
reference decreases and memory access latency increasingly
relies on the intradie network. This increases the importance
of current signaling trends in the intradie network- the ability
to scale at a rate fast enough to avoid starving the TSV’s.

As the number of cores scale, the percentage of data sharing
among the individual tiles is bound to increase and so is
the communication costs. The on-chip network becomes a
crucial component of such designs, with 3D introducing a new
dimension of heterogeneity to it.
D. Area Utilization
In this section we evaluate the area utilization in terms of
maximizing the metric(Performance/(W ∗ mm2 ) as a function
of the following three parameters i) the IPC of each core
ii) number of cores and iii) the total cache size. Given this
dependence we swept the design space for all possible values
of Ncore , IPC and $C, and found the point at which maximum
performance can be obtained.
1) Metric vs IPC: As the IPC of a core is increased there
is linear performance growth, but exponential power and area
increase. Figure 7 shows the metric as a function of IPC.
For each of the data points the design space over a range of
Ncore was explored and maximum metric value selected. As
expected, in both cases the metric degrades for higher IPC,
owing to increased power and area consumption per core.
However, the high miss rate tolerance in 3D shifts the metric
gain interval, thereby suggesting that relative to 2D, higher
IPC cores can be sustained in 3D. This may be of importance
in heterogeneous environments (multiple core types), systemon-package type environments and is contrary to the prevailing
trend of lower IPC cores. In all cases the corresponding area
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can be seen at low IPCs the reduced memory service time
in 3D allows for ≈1.8X more cores to be realized at dieareas of ≈300mm2 . However, for higher IP C cores the
gain drops, due to high stress on memory bandwidth ( For
a 300mm2 die area ≈1.7X more cores with an IPC of 6 and
≈1.5X more IPC cores with an IPC of 10 can be realized). It
should be noted that figure 9 is based on current technology
parameters(16nm nodes) and future feature sizes will shift the
point of divergence to smaller die areas.
This leads us to the following observations:
Observation 5: At modest IPC values (<10) TSV bandwidth
enables relatively higher IPC cores.
Fig. 7.

Metric for 2D and 3D with optimal no of cores of varying IPC

of the die for the selected core counts was 300mm2 (16nm
Technology node).

Observation 6: 3D improves area utilization in favor of
compute as more of the die area can be devoted for a larger
number of cores that can sustain much higher miss rates per
thread.
IV. R ESULTS
In this section we validate some of the above observations
through trace-based simulation of benchmarks from SPEC
integer and floating point benchmark suites.
A. Simulation Methodology

Fig. 8.

Metric variation for 3D at different cache sizes.

2) Metric vs IPC for varying cache sizes: Figure 8 shows
how the IPC gain region decreases as miss rate per thread increases for the 3D case. If each thread per core has sufficiently
large caches to maintain the miss rate per thread at 4%, the
metric scales till ≈8 for the individual core IPC, beyond this
the power and area constraints dominate.

140
optimal no of cores

120

2D IPC2
3D IPC2

2D IPC6
3D IPC6

100

Simulated Models

Ncore /Topology
Nthread for each trace
Router
Memory scheduling algorithm
2D DRAM configuration
3D DRAM configuration
Core Speed

64 tiles mesh network
8
5stage on-chip router
FRFCFS [14]
DDR3 1600MHz
timing parameters scaled 3X
busspeed = corespeed
2GHz

TABLE II
S IMULATION PARAMETERS

80
60
40
20
0150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
Die area (mm2 )

Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.

Area utilization for varying number of cores.

3) Metric vs Ncore : Figure 9 shows the total number of
cores for maximum performance at varying die sizes. For a
fixed area the design space was explored across cores. As

Figure 10 shows the simulated system models for both 2D
and 3D with cores on the bottom die. The simulations were
carried out on our in house cycle level network and memory
simulator with traces extracted from a cycle level microarchitectural simulator [15]. The trace was captured from a
single core running 8 different threads, and then replicated
on each of the tiles. The traces were captured at the back of
last level cache on a micro-architectural simulator with varying
cache sizes. For the 2D system there are 8 memory controllers
placed as shown in figure 10. Other simulation parameters are
given in Table II.
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Total latency(ns)
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105
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400
350
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100
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01

TSV bandwidth bypassing the intra-die network may lead to
improved performance.

Total latency(cycles)

As predicted by the analytical model the 3D system showed
high tolerance to smaller caches in comparison to the 2D
system. The traces drove injection of memory packets into
the network at a controlled injection rate using miss-status
holding registers (MSHR). The results closely tracked the
trends from the model with 3D delivering high performance
even at high injection rates. Figure 11 shows the average
memory latency for 2D and 3D in a simulation similar to the
analysis in section III-C. From simulation we observed that the

Fig. 12. Average memory latency for varying network traffic (Note: total
system DRAM 16 GB).

1.5

2
2.5
3
Core frequency(GHz)

3.5

4

Fig. 11. Average memory latency for applications on a 3D and 2D system
when the core, cache and network memory is scaled to evaluate the stress on
memory bandwidth.

average round trip latency per memory request dropped from
582 (291ns) cycles for the 2D organization to 109 (54.5ns)
cycles for the 3D system. This was mainly due to reduced
memory latencies. The average memory latency across all
memory requests was 501 cycles and 31 cycles in 2D and
3D respectively. In addition to the reduced memory latency,
we observed very low buffer occupancies (on average 16%
and 1% for 2D and 3D) in the memory controller queues for
3D. For 3D we noticed low row buffer hit rate and high thread
interference at the individual memory controllers ( 90%). This
suggests that the MC for the small banked DRAM can be
highly simplified as the scope for the scheduling algorithms is
negligible. Further. a closed page DRAM policy may be more
suited for energy efficiency.
In order to study the relationship between the interdie
and intradie bandwidth we conducted experiments with the
individual address space of a core distributed across various
DRAM banks in 3D. We refer to memory bank directly above
a core as the local memory bank and all other memory banks
as remote memory banks. For least stress on the intradie
network with very low network latency, the address space
of a core should be mapped to its local bank. Similarly the
average network latency of a request is the worst when its
address space is mapped on remote memory banks. Figure 12
shows the average latency per memory access for different
degrees of locality. In the system model a remote memory
request will first traverse the intradie network and then the
TSV to the memory bank. Even at average locality it can
be seen that about 50% of the traffic uses the intra-die
network, with latencies 40% higher than the best case latency.
This suggests that innovative 3D networks that can stress the

V. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
While 3D integration permits for memory to be stacked
on logic with increased memory bandwidth via TSV’s, the
limits of performance gains and effective utilization of TSV
bandwidth are still unclear. We develop an analytical model
to evaluate these gains. Future work will be to improve on
the models, based on the thermal impacts of 3D and current
trends in interconnect scaling for the intradie layer.
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